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EDITORIAL
Following on from the Great
Toilet Roll Shortage of 2020 which I think we all managed to
survive - the recent Great Fuel
Shortage Crisis showed that the
when it comes to making
decisions based on the greater
good (see also: Brexit vote, Kerry Katona winning

).

all, at least in terms of overall stock levels, there should have been
long and potentially dangerous tailbacks going through the centre
of Bunny (see p14).
Of course, some drivers need petrol to get to work and to take the
have the good sense not to join a petrol queue when their tanks are
half or three£1.60 in the tank, as one driver did at Total in Bunny).
companies setting a £30 limit on fuel purchases, or the police /
council not allowing mile-plus queues to form which force non-fuelbuying drivers onto the wrong side of the road for long stretches.
effectively act as traffic controllers, or to have to face disgruntled
customers. I was in the garage (not buying petrol) when one driver
aggressive manner, but still in a way staff could have done
without. It felt to me that help for staff was certainly lacking.
The Editor
PS Want to enjoy having rants like this? Want to USE CAPITALS
to show your depth of feeling? Then apply to be the next editor of
the Bulletin, by emailing editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
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LATEST EVENTS: LATEST EVENTS
Many thanks to those who donated Harvest Festival produce for
the Friary. We also received £52.11 in donations for the Friary
from those who stayed for refreshments after the service. The
Friary are very grateful.
£154.00 was received in
donations at Chat in
Church in September
and £33.80 was received
in August and September
Open Church. Many
thanks to those who give
so generously.
The Remembrance
Service takes place on
Sunday November 14 at
6pm.
Wreaths will be laid, citation read and The Last Post sounded to
honour those who have fallen in combat.
And a further date for your diary - the Carol Service will take place
on December 19 at 6pm.
Penny Wakefield

A revised timetable has been produced for the new exercise
classes being run at the village hall by Una Lacey from Formula
4 Fitness. The timetable from October 26 is as follows:
* Tuesdays 10.45am to 11.25 am: Gentle Chair (gentle exercise
to aid flexibility and mobility).
* Wednesdays 6.40pm to 7.20pm: HiiT (a workout to improve
cardiovascular efficiency and build strength).
* Wednesdays 7.30pm to 8.15pm: Pilates (intermediate/
advanced).
Prices are £5 per session, or £8 for both Wednesday classes. For
more details contact unalaceyf4f@icloud.com or 07979 188997.
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LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS

Bus drivers could strike
Kinchbus drivers could go on strike over what a union says is
Around 50 Kinchbus drivers have been balloted for strike action by
their union, Unite. The ballot closed on 22 October and the result
was not known when the Bulletin went to press.
The company runs the number 9 service between Loughborough
and Nottingham via Bunny, and Unite said any strike action would
Loughborough and the
wider region, including services to East Midlands Airport,
Nottingham, Leicester and Derby.
Unite general secretary Sharon Graham said:
some of the lowest rates in the country for bus drivers. Their
current pay offer will not even take drivers past £11 an hour - a
disgracefully low amount for such a challenging job.
strike action, they can
be assured, and
be aware, that their
union, Unite, will throw
its full weight behind
their campaign to
Unite regional officer
Scott Lennon added:
hailed as heroes. It is now time for Kinchbus to recognise their
service and table an acceptable offer before this dispute gets to a
The Bulletin contacted Kinchbus for a comment but did not receive
a response. The company has previously stated that it awarded
drivers a 2% pay rise which came into effect on October 1.
If the ballot is successful then strikes could begin in early
November.
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Fuel buying leads to traffic chaos

the county, said that no-one from its highways section attended the
scene on the A60.

Long queues of traffic stretched through Bunny and beyond as
motorists waited to fill up at the Total garage in Loughborough

never been asked to get involved in managing traffic situations

with the result
that there ended
up being
significant delays
through the
village.
There were
problems on a few
different days, but
the worst was on
September 28
when there was a
Traffic on Loughborough Road on Sep 28
long queue before
the forecourt even
opened, with the traffic eventually stretching back well past
Bradmore. It meant that non-garage traffic heading south
struggled to get past the queue and through the village.
Garage manager Evita Crowder told the Bulletin that some people
- and that one woman had
paid just £1.60 to fill up her car with petrol.

He also said that police, fire and ambulance services in Notts have
their own fuel reserves which means they could operate as normal
throughout the problems.

Meanwhile Superintendent Sukesh Verma, of Nottinghamshire

Nottinghamshire can be reassured that emergency services plan
carefully for scenarios such as this and have ample fuel supplies
meaning there will be no impact on services.
aware there is no
shortage of fuel, but
a sudden change in
the way people buy
fuel in the last few
days has made it
difficult for
forecourts to restock
at a quick enough
rate.

about not panicking; people do the opposite. The same thing
happened with toilet roll and pasta.

to normal habits, we
understand fuel
stations will be able
to return to normal
much more quickly
and elevate the

The station did not have a maximum fuel spend limit, but did have
a ban on jerry cans..

The traffic at the end of September was not helped by Openreach
carrying out work at the top end of the village, with three-way
lights at the junction of Loughborough Road and Albert Road.

were only in a queue. Everyone needs to go to work.
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Openreach roadworks on Sep 29
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Lessons in how to save a life

Bomber caught
on camera

More than a dozen people attended two training sessions in the
village hall on September 20 ahead of the installation of the new
defibrillator on Victoria Road.
The sessions on CPR and use of the defibrillator were led by Dr
Ben Lowe from the village. He took attendees through the basics of
assessing a situation and calling for help, before showing them how
the defibrillator itself worked.
Everyone was then invited to try out their CPR skills on one of two
dummies provided for the training. Guidance was also given on the
different approaches required
when treating adults and
children over eight, compared
to that needed for children
under eight.
The defibrillator, the second in
the village, is being installed at
the entrance to the allotments
in Victoria Road.
In an emergency situation the
user always has to call 999 in
order to access the defibrillator;
once activated, the equipment
has voice commands which
guide the user through each
step of the process, as well as
beeps which indicate the
correct rhythm for CPR.
Dr Ben Lowe at the training session
The immediate delivery of
CPR, combined with early use
of a defibrillator, gives a person
in cardiac arrest the best chance of surviving.
Studies have shown that a shock given within three to five minutes
can produce survival rates between 50 and 70 per cent.
But for every minute without defibrillation, the chances of survival
reduce by 10%.

Adrian Denman captured the moment this Lancaster bomber flew
over Bunny on the morning of September 25.
Although 7,377 Lancasters were built during the Second World
War, fewer than 20 remain today, and of these only two are airworthy. One is based in Canada, and the other is at RAF Coningsby in
Lincolnshire. The latter has recently returned to flying after nearly
a year being serviced, and earlier in the month took part in the
Battle of Britain Memorial Flight.
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Come and join in on the first Sunday of each month at 10.30am for
an informal-style service (not Holy Communion) in

CRIMES IN SEPTEMBER
EAST LEAKE

Booking not required. Wheelchair-accessible church.
Refreshments for 20 mins from 10.30am.
To continue to keep us all safe, please wear a mask when entering
and moving round the church, and remain Covid aware.
Thank you.

17/18th
20th
29th

Three incidents occurred while the fair was on resulting
in injuries to people. Unknown suspects.
Damage caused to a rear window in Sharpley Drive.
Suspected to be from an air rifle.
Overnight, suspect entered building site on Rempstone
Road and stole a one-tonne tipper truck.

KEYWORTH
1st
11th
11th
22nd
26th
27th

An informal-style service with plenty of
coffee and biscuits, cake and tea
Family-friendly worship
7 November, 5 December, 2 January
10.30am until 11.30am
First Sunday each month

Food items thrown at property in Croft Road
Abusive drunk male in Main Street
Noisy party in Fairway
Theft of catalytic converter in Bunny Lane
Vehicle windscreen smashed in Station Road
Damaged meter box in Park Avenue

STANTON-ON-THE-WOLDS
20th

Damage to fence in Melton Road

TOLLERTON
16th
16th
21st

Theft of food and alcohol from shop in Melton Road
Further theft of food and alcohol from shop in Melton
Road
Attempted theft of food from shop in Melton Road

There were no crimes reported in Bunny, Bradmore, Costock,
Plumtree or Rempstone.
PC Kelly Carlile (07725 925330) and PCSO Lee Sampson (07702
141707).
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BUNNY PARISH
Minutes of a meeting of the parish council held in the
Village Hall on Thursday September 16
Couns. Nigel Sutton (Chairman), Steve Stubbs, David
Beckford, John Alldred, Kevin Cannon, Chris Rogers, Maria
Webb, Izumi Featherstone (A), Dick Wilson. The clerk Mike
Elliott and Coun. Reg Adair (Notts County Council and
Rushcliffe Borough Council) were in attendance.
Before the commencement of the meeting members were
addressed by representatives of environmental planners the
Pegasus group of Cirencester, giving details of their plans to
promote a solar farm within, in part, the village boundary.
Guy Longley, executive director at Pegasus group,
accompanied by Nick Barber, Infraland Ltd, gave details of
the proposals and presented members with consultation
material.
Mr Longley said his company were involved with 60 schemes
at present, but only one was in Rushcliffe. They were in
contact with the Convent at Costock, as the nearest
neighbour to the proposed development. They were aware of
the need to take traffic movements into account for the
vehicles needed to service the site. It was estimated the
scheme would cost in the region of £24m and they were
planning to have the application for permission for the
scheme to go ahead into Rushcliffe this side of Christmas.
Apologies for absence Coun. Featherstone.
Declarations of interest There were none.
Minutes of the meeting held on July 15, 2021 were
accepted as presented, approved and signed by the chairman.
Co-option of new member
The council have received a nomination from a resident, Mr
Kevin Cannon of 144 Loughborough Road. He is eligible to be
co-opted. He will need to be proposed and seconded and before
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COUNCIL MINUTES
taking part would need to sign a Declaration of Acceptance of
Office form. The chairman proposed Mr Cannon be co-opted
and Coun. Stubbs seconded and all members were in favour.
Coun. Cannon signed the necessary declaration of acceptance
form. He was thanked by the chairman for putting his name
forward.

Bunny Brickworks for up to 110 dwellings was submitted to
Rushcliffe Borough Council and is on their website. I am not
aware of any further movement in regard to the application
as far as the Borough goes. There have been over 60
objections from residents in the village but included are
instances of two such objections from the same address.
Bunny Charities made their own arrangements for toilets in
connection with the work currently taking place at the
Almshouses and did not need to use those at the village hall.
The latest electoral list published by Rushcliffe Borough
Council shows there are 557 names on it.
Notts Fire Service have carried out the annual inspection of
the extinguishers in the village hall.
Report from the district and county council member
Coun. Adair said there was not a lot to report at present and
nothing that particularly involved the village. He said he
would have some funding available to offer the council if it
had a community scheme it wished to put forward.
Correspondence
The council have received a Notice of Conclusion of the
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BUNNY PARISH
auditor and annual governance and accountability report for
the year ended March 31 2021 from External auditors P K
Littlejohn of Liverpool and London.
StatCounter village website figures for August, were 36 page
views per day, two more than in July.
No suggestions were put forward for involvement in the Covid
-19 Memorial scheme being put forward by the borough
council.
Village hall
An email from Coun. Featherstone was presented. Quotes or
suggested prices for various items, including internal, fire
and external doors were given. The meeting did not feel able
to accept them until firm prices were available and details of
what was being quoted for was available. The meeting agreed
that quotations for sizeable items where more than one price
was needed should be in response to written and not verbal
requests. The chairman reminded the meeting that if the
council purchased new curtains they must be of a fire proofed
material and not normal curtain material and the necessary
written proof be given of this.
Highway matters
Police have suggested the number of speeding offences in
Bunny has dropped in the last 12 months, and noticed by
Bunny residents themselves who often find themselves
village speed limit area.
Planning
Rushcliffe Borough Council Applications
21/02330/ful. Michael Hennelly, 20 Albert Road, erect single
storey rear extension. No objection.
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COUNCIL MINUTES
Rushcliffe Borough Council Decisions
2101758. Mr N Bhupal, The Woodlands, Bunny Hill.
Detached garage and car port. Refuse.
21/00915 Miss Grace Griffiths, 12 Loughborough Road. Two
storey rear and single storey side extension Side terrace with
balcony, Extension to loft. Ridge roof addition. New front
porch with balcony. Grant
Rushcliffe Borough Council planning application 2100703/
FUL. Openenergy Uk 2 Ltd, install and operate a solar farm
with all associated works and infrastructure OS Field rear of
Rushcliffe Grove, East Leake. The date for comments was
past but members did not wish to make any statement.

The clerk was asked to prepare an item for the Bunny
Bulletin appealing to residents to let the council know of
celebrations in June next year. Contact was to be made with
all village groups seeking ideas for activities that includes one
to involve them all.
Environment
The continuing problem of dog fouling was raised,
particularly on the open land on Victoria Road leased by the
parish from Rushcliffe Borough Council. The question of
erection of a sign appealing to dog owners to keep their
animals under control was to be investigated. A need for more
bins for dog waste was raised and the clerk was to obtain
prices for their purchase and the cost of them being emptied.
* Please note these minutes are subject to final approval by the
council.
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NORBURY NATTERS
BRADMORE TO BUNNY BACKUP BARMINESS
Barminess reached new levels one morning during the recent Fuel
Panic with traffic backed up on the A60 from the service station to
Bradmore. Throughout, staff were doing their best, at times in the
pouring rain, to ensure an orderly approach on the forecourt.
However the situation was highly dangerous and could have
caused a major accident as well as preventing emergency vehicles
from getting through. In reality, the only thing in short supply was
rational behaviour. It is not clear how to stop panics, but
Government Ministers saying that there is no need to panic is a
guarantee that the opposite will happen.

of the whole of Bunny School touring the village dressed in period
costumes. They made a wonderful sight touring the village having
the many historic features explained to them. Hopefully history,
and particularly that of the village they live in, will be more than BUNNY BASH
Alas we were away when the Bunny Bash took place and it was
great to hear that it was a great success with the largest gathering
of residents since the start of the epidemic. It may have been the
largest gathering since the Jubilee in 2012 and it signifies that
community spirit in Bunny is alive and well. Contrary to the
impression in number of recent documentary programmes
community spirit is not unique to Liverpool, or Yorkshire!
DOGGIE DANGER
No, not the usual complaint about doggie do dahs, but a warning to
dog owners passing the Norbury household. Cornie the cat has
taken to sitting under a car on our drive and attacking any dog
who rashly approaches him.
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VILLAGE DIARY FOR NOVEMBER
Date
31

Sunday

Name

Address

Phone

John Alldred

42 Loughborough Road

921 2280

David Beckford

2 The Paddock

07414 004494

Kevin Cannon

144 Loughborough Road

984 4955

Izumi Featherstone

17 Albert Road

984 6466

Chris Rogers

11 Victoria Road

07919 593429

Steve Stubbs

23 Moor Lane

07843 052914

Nigel Sutton

1 The Paddock

07860 899585

Blue and Green Bin Day

Maria Webb

30 Moor Lane

921 3561

2.30pm

Chat in Church

Dick Wilson

6.00pm

Remembrance Service

Mike Elliott
(Clerk to the Council)

Time

Event

2.00am

Clocks back 1 hour

10.30am Patronal Communion
3

Wednesday

7

Sunday

Place

Stanton

Grey Bin Day
9.00am

Communion Service

Bradmore

10.30am Café Church Service
10

Wednesday

14

Sunday

15

Monday

Bulletin deadline

17

Wednesday

Grey Bin Day

21

Sunday

10.30am Communion Service

23

Tuesday

7.30pm

24

Wednesday

25

Thursday

Bunny Parish Council

Allotment Holders AGM

Village Hall

2.30pm

Chat in Church

1.30pm

Mobile library

Convent

2.05pm

Mobile library

Rancliffe

2.30pm

Mobile library

Albert Rd

Saturday

10.30am Open Church

28

Sunday

10.30am Communion Service

Please note Keyworth library times are back to normal: 9.30-5.30
Mon, Tues & Thu; 9.30-1.00 Fri & Sat; Closed Wed & Sun
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19/21 Main Street,

937 6506

Keyworth

VILLAGE HALL HIRE COSTS

Blue and Green Bin Day

27

940 6872

Large and small hall together: £8 per hour (or £9 after 6pm)
Small hall only: £4 per hour
Commercial rate for full hall hire: £12 per hour
To book, please contact Sean Featherstone on
07414 059689 or 0115 984 6466
Email Bunny.villagehall@outlook.com

St Mary the Virgin Bunny with
Bradmore Parish Church
Churchwardens:
Heather Paul
Penny Wakefield

9845172
07531 903490

Incumbent:

Rev.Tom Meyrick (rector@ksbb.org.uk)
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NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH REPORT
A Bunny Welcome
Nobody has notified me lately about the arrival
of new residents, so there are no greetings to be
offered to our new neighbours this month.
Would you please let me know when newcomers
move into the village? All I need is their
TACKLING TRAFFIC ISSUES
As promised last month, the traffic theme is continuing with its
main focus switching to tackling some of the traffic-related
problems identified in October. There is much to deal with, so
coverage will be split between this month and December. The main
traffic issue that residents have raised with me is speeding, so let
me concentrate on this under three headings.
1. EPISODIC APPROACHES
mobile speed enforcement van can frequently be seen
on the outskirts of the village, but its effectiveness is limited due to
its occasional presence and because of drivers flashing their lights
to warn other motorists of its presence. This is deemed to be an
interfering with the Police in the execution of their duties
* Community Road Safety (formerly Speed Watch) groups such as
the one I ran in Bunny a few years ago (under the auspices of the
Police) have limited impact because these groups are only on duty
in one place at a time for perhaps an hour or so maybe three times
a week (e.g. Gotham Lane on a Monday, opposite the filling station
on a Wednesday, and near the Albert Road junction on a Friday).
2. CONTINUOUS APPROACHES
There are lots of possibilities, most of which will be dealt with next
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month, but here are two of particular interest. Several more
continuous approaches will be discussed in December.
* Fixed Speed Cameras (managed by Nottinghamshire Safety
Camera Partnership). National guidelines provide local authorities
with a framework that concentrates attention on locations having a
history of fatal/serious road traffic collision (RTC) casualties, and
speeding. The criteria include three fatal/serious collisions per
kilometre of road in the past three years (on a rolling basis), and at
least 20% of drivers exceeding the speed limit. It seems very likely
cannot expect to get fixed speed cameras installed.
* Interactive speed signs We do, of course, have one of these
that is highly visible to drivers heading south on the A60, but one
is not sufficient given the flow of traffic heading north on the A60
and that on Gotham Lane. How come Bradmore and several other
smaller local villages with fewer road hazards have two such signs?
3. CREATING & MAINTAINING AWARENESS
To state the obvious, simply imposing legal speed limits will not
slow traffic down if drivers are unaware of the speed limit and/or
compliance.
Some of the approaches to improving awareness raised above (and
continued next month) may be beneficial in our local context.
Matters relating to highways are handled by Via East Midlands
Ltd., which is wholly owned by Notts. CC, so we know where to
Putting local people at the heart of everything we do
rather hollow when there is so much more that could be done to
anxieties caused by immature/inept/inadequate speeding drivers.
Dick Wilson, Lead Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator
Tel: 0115 940 6872
E-mail: DickWilson@nottswatch.co.uk or
dick.wilson@bunny.parish.email.
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Your Letters
Thank you to
Mr Maddock
for making
and installing
the new
village hall
coat hooks. It
has
brightened up
the hallway
and will be
very useful as
we are
heading into
the winter
months.
Bunny Parish Council
Next year, in June, Her Majesty the Queen celebrates her
Platinum Jubilee, and will be the oldest and longest-serving
monarch in the world.
The parish council are inviting residents to put forward ideas of
how the village can mark this historic occasion during the special
four-day Bank Holiday period which the Government has declared
for June 2, 3, 4 and 5.
worthy of action by the village as a whole, and so would appreciate
ideas for them to consider how the achievement can be suitably
celebrated.
Please contact the clerk or any member of the council with any
ideas.
Bunny Parish Council
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Your Letters
If you live on Loughborough Road, or walk along it to take the
children to school, exercise the dog or visit the shop, Rancliffe
Arms or Village Hall, you cannot help but be aware of the speed of
the traffic and the narrowness (and disgraceful state of repair) of
the pavements. If you live in a side road, and seldom leave your
property other than behind a steering wheel, perhaps you join the
traffic with little thought about speed limits and just keep up with
the traffic flow.
The only answer to speeding is to have permanent speed cameras
at each end of the village. There are a few snags though and, as
with the mobile units, village residents are liable to be caught out
the most frequently! However, the biggest obstacle to getting a
speed camera installed is the condition that
records should show that there is a serious crash risk on that
stretch of road there must have been at least two collisions
resulting in people killed or seriously injured per kilometre in the
last three years
volunteers?) Some years ago, when we were trying to reduce traffic
speed, I did try to persuade Fred Pearson (our oldest resident at
the time) to sacrifice himself for the good of the community but he
was having non of it! Quite right too.
One method that does work is sticking to 30mph, not getting
rattled by the tailgaters and watching a stream of would be
speeders build up behind you. Try it!
Kate Hunt aka Grumpy Kate
*******************************************
I would like to thank the friends and neighbours who have been so
kind and helpful in my recent illness.
I look forward to the time when I can walk around the village once
more.
Mollie Woods
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REFLECTIONS
Foggy fingers curling, round the twisted oak,
Air is full of droplets lit by rising sun.
As I walk the woodland, wreathed in breathy smoke,
Catching strands of cobwebs late night spiders spun.

Warping tree reflections, Monet could invoke,
In the placid surface of the pond undone.
Pausing by the image, of this collage soak,
Thoughts of who had stood there with a lost loved-one.
Memories in the water, did a past evoke,
Walking through the autumn did my mind rerun.
Chris Terrell-Nield 2021

Old and new ponds in the wood (Nature Trail posts 5 and 3)
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Notes From Bunny Wood
There are two ponds in the western half of the wood, with very
different histories. The new pond was constructed by volunteers in
2001/2, grant aided by the then Biodiversity Action Plan for Notts.
Not far from the A60 entrance, the
site was chosen due to the
discovery of a hibernating great
crested newt during ditch-digging.
pond, about 150m farther along
the North Ride. It may have been
dug by the military who were
based here during and after WW2.
It could be a much earlier pit,
where two workers used a large
saw to cut trees into planks, working above and below.
However, it is directly on the spring line at the foot of the slope, so
may date from the early 1930s, to supply water for horses or a
steam planking machine used to clear much of the wood.
These ponds enhance woodland
biodiversity, as well as preventing
flooding. They are a breeding site
for frogs and newts (though we
crested species). They provide
habitat for semi-aquatic plants
such as reeds, rushes and iris, and
act as interesting reflecting pools
for us to pause for thought.
The timing of this piece relates to
Oscar-Claude Monet (14 November 1840 5 December 1926), a
French impressionist painter whose aim was to depict nature as he
perceived it. The famous Water Lilies was one of a series painted of
the water garden at his house in Giverny.
* Note that a soak is a small pool of water or a swamy patch. A
soakaway may be filled with rubble to help rainwater drainage.
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CHIRPINGS
Notes on birds and nature in the garden
While I was tidying up in the garden I unexpectedly came face-toface, at near-ground level, with a collared dove that had wandered
up across the lawn.
I flapped at it and it hopped back one pace. I flapped again and it
opened its wings a bit and walked away. I shooed more vigorously
and it opened its wings wider and walked a bit further.
was a young bird? I
let it be, and next
time I looked it had
gone. The next day
there were four of
them lined up along
the fence near the
feeders, and two of
them looked
definitely like
youngsters
alongside their
know where their nest had been, but they certainly knew where to
find the restaurant.
Numbers of collared doves have been increasing in recent years,
along with the wood pigeons that have taken over our garden
feeders - and even learned how to fly into them and knock the
contents to the ground where they can feed in comfort.
Here in Bradmore we have noticed huge flocks of pigeons during
the winter, hundreds of birds massing in a single field and rising
as one with a thunder of wing-flapping.
Apparently the increase in their numbers reflects the expansion
and intensification of crops such as oil seed rape and other
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brassicas which provide pigeons with food during the winter, when
winter means more nesting and more and more birds the following
summer.
But what about in towns? Their success there is due in part to
year-round food supplies from our cast-offs, plus more garden bird
feeding, plus fewer predators (except where peregrines have
adopted our high-rise buildings and churches). Pigeons can
produce three or four broods each year no wonder we are seeing
more of them.
Collared doves, in contrast, are now being hit by the disease
trichomonosis which we are more familiar with in finches, so I
suppose I should welcome the latest healthy little dove family in
my garden.
Sheila Clark

We know that because the kindling stall is back opposite the
garage!
Last year, with the help of
Bunny buyers, it provided 740
bags of kindling to get your fires
started.
This meant we were able to send
£740 to Headway (Nottingham)
to help provide their braininjured clients with professional
music therapy. This helps to
enhance the well-being of many
people who have the misfortune to suffer such traumatic injuries.
We thank you on their behalf and for your support and hope that
your support will continue throughout this winter.
Our price, quality and quantity will remain the same, £1 a bag!
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Mike Elliott remembers his first ever venture into
journalism football match
Some time in 1953, when I was just 15, I started a typed newsletter
and which was posted on a
notice board inside the Rancliffe Arms every Saturday night. That
was obviously a start to my lifelong interest in journalism.
I was secretary to the village football club, and Rancliffe licensee
Arthur Marshall allowed me to go into the pub every week to run a
raffle to raise money for the club. And so each week I took in the
newsletter that included news from that day.
The copy of the 150th issue - March 1955 - that still remains intact
had, as its main story, the news that Vic Gunn, of Main Street, had
returned home from Kenya where he had been serving in the
RAF. For many years Vic played for the village side and the
newsletter
reminded readers
that in the 1948-9
season for Bunny
he had scored no
less than 49 goals.
The issue of the
newsletter reported
that Notts County
had lost 1-0 that
day to York City in
the FA Cup

In those days there was an annual Married v Singles game at
Bunny Park on Easter Monday and the newsletter gave names of
some of the men who would be playing that year, such as Les
Hibbitt, Ken Price, John Hibbitt, Ken Lee, John Pyle, Ken Wing,
Derrick Chapman and Arthur Peatman, all village residents.
An eight-page programme was produced for the game (it was typed
Albert Road), and which that
the works canteen of Ransome
and Marles factory on Gotham
Lane in aid of cancer, tickets
for which were one shilling and
sixpence (8p), or for the first
three rows two shillings and
sixpence (13p). One of the acts
was The Three Quavers, who

quarter-final match Notts County v York, March 1955
remains the record
attendance at
Meadow Lane, of 47,310]; while the Bunny side had lost 9-5 to
Robin Hood in their game on their temporary pitch at the end of
Main Street, the ground at Bunny Park having been unfit for seven
weeks due to flooding.

music.
Such was the interest in the
annual Married-Single game,
the newsletter came out daily
in the week preceding the
game. It reported a water pump
had been used for 48 hours to
help drain the Bunny Park
The 150th edition of the newsletter
pitch.
The newsletter before the game
stated that at least one of the
Married Men team was refusing to play extra time if it was needed
for the Monday match, with three others saying they might not
either. On Easter Sunday the newsletter reported eight hours of
solid work had made the ground playable and the game would go
on at Bunny Park. The encounter saw the Single Men win 8-6
after at one point being 6-3 behind. The Man of the Match award
went to John Henson. And I refereed the match.
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BUNNY VILLAGE COMMUNITY CHOIR

BUNNY ALLOTMENTS RECIPE OF THE MONTH
Festive Red Salad - Serves 12
Ingredients

Here we go again!
Alas a combination of half term and illness has taken a three
week slice out of our October meetings but we should be up
and running again on

Thursday November 4th.
Formed in 2014, we are a group of singers of all abilities.

Our Musical Director, Jane Ashworth, helps us improve
and makes learning fun!
We meet weekly in Bunny Village Hall,
Thursday evenings at 7.15 for a prompt 7.30 start
Members pay for 4 weeks in advance (£31)
If you would like to give us a try,
Come for a free session. Just turn up!
to read music or sing a solo
(unless you want to!)
FOR MORE INFORMATION RING:
0115 9215829 OR 0115 9841570 OR 0115 9213181
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1 red cabbage about 650g
2 cored and diced red apples
50g roughly chopped walnuts
5 tbsp red wine vinegar
2 tbsp clear honey

2 small diced red onions
250g diced cooked beetroot
2 large oranges
3 tbsp redcurrant jelly
2 tbsp olive oil

Method
Quarter the cabbage, then
cut out the white core at
the bottom and discard.
Finely shred the cabbage
and tip into a large
mixing bowl with the
onions, apples, beetroot,
and walnuts. Finely grate
over the zest from the
oranges
Cut a little from the top and bottom of each orange, so they sit flat
on your work surface. Use a small, serrated knife to cut away the
peel and pith in strips down the orange. Holding each orange over
a bowl, cut away the segments, letting them and any juice drop
into the bowl. Squeeze any juice left in the membranes into the
bowl too. Fish out the segments, roughly chop and add to the salad.
Whisk the red wine vinegar, redcurrant jelly, honey, and oil into
the orange juice with some seasoning, then stir into the salad.
Would you like an allotment? Please contact Cathy on 07803
004582 or Sheila on 9213783.
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Chance to grab free trees
Residents in Rushcliffe have their chance on two free trees - but
you need to be quick. The borough council is giving away 800 trees,
up to a maximum of two per householder. But applications have to
be in by October 31 (which is probably right around when this
edition is arriving). All the trees are two years old and
approximately 60-90 cm (2-3 feet) high on delivery. There are two
types available this year * The wild cherry or Prunus avium can grow to 25 metres tall,
flowers in spring and fruit in summer. They like full sunlight and
fertile soil but do not tolerate waterlogged soil.
* The dogwood or Cornus sanguinea trees grow to 10 metres tall,
has creamy flowers followed by black berries . It is a shade-tolerant
tree and can cope with damp conditions.
Successful applicants will have trees delivered direct to their door
by in January 2022. Applications can be made by visiting https://
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/FreeTrees2021.

BUNNY BULLETIN INFORMATION
ONLINE
Editions can be viewed online at www.bunnyvillage.org.uk.
DIARY PAGES
If you are holding an event and would like it included in the
Village Diary pages, please contact Heather on 0115 9845172.
COPY
E-mail copy to: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. Please send text
articles as Word documents (.docx); spreadsheets as Excel files
(.xls) and pictures as JPEGs (.jpg). Handwritten items can be delivered to Erica at 34 Main Street (please include a contact number).
COPY DEADLINE
Deadline for next edition: Mon Nov 15
Delivery of next edition: Nov 27 / Sun Nov 28
ADVERTISING
Enquiries to cjeanb36@hotmail.com.
DISTRIBUTION
If you have not received your current issue, contact your local
distributor or ring Phil Brown on 0115 9211791.
COMMITTEE
Editor: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
Invoicing & Minutes: Chris Brown, 36 Main Street, 9211791
Diary Editor & Treasurer: Heather Paul, 148 Loughborough Road,
9845172
Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in the Bunny Bulletin are not necessarily
those of the Editorial Committee, who reserve the right to edit material as and
when it is considered appropriate.
Please note: Articles in the Bunny Bulletin are for circulation to the residents of
Bunny village and for others by subscription only. The information they contain is
This also applies to articles viewable on the village website.
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LOCAL GROUPS
Allotments
Sheila 0115 9213783 or Cathy 07803 004582
Baby & Toddlers
Steve 07843 052914 or Jan 0115 984 1570
Bunny Improvement Group
Pete 0115 9213213 (petepearson44@gmail.com)
Church Bell Ringing
Marilyn 0115 9844081
Church Choir
Heather 0115 9845172

Community Choir
Kate 0115 9847090 (kate.m.hunt@outlook.com)
Fabric Fundraisers
Jan 0115 9841570
Friends of Bunny School
friendsofbunnyschool@gmail.com
Gardeners
Graham 0115 9846253
History
Jan 0115 9841570
Lunch Bunch
Jan 0115 9841570
Bob 01509 768184 or David 0115 8374922

Messy Church
Joey (joeyhamilton102@gmail.com)
Women's Institute
Angi 07970 801709
angelacharlesworth@hotmail.co.uk
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USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bunny Primary School

0115

921 2727

Church House Surgery, Ruddington

0115

984 7101

Church View Dental Practice, Ruddington

0115

984 8024

Crimestoppers UK

0800

555111

East Leake Health Centre

01509

852181

East Leake Leisure Centre

01509

852956

Electricity Loss of Supply

105

Floodline

0345

988 1188

Gas Emergency

0800

111999

Hate Crime Helpline

0800

138 1625

Keyworth Dental Surgery

0115

937 5828

Keyworth Health Centre

0115

937 3527

Keyworth Leisure Centre

0115

937 5582

Keyworth Library

0115

937 3509

Leakline & Sewer Problems

0800

783 4444

Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator

0115

940 6872

NHS Direct

111

Nottingham City Hospital

0115

969 1169

Nottinghamshire County Council

0300

500 8080

Police (if crime in progress call 999)
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Queen's Medical Centre

0115

924 9924

Ruddington Library

0115

921 2309

Ruddington Medical Centre

0115

921 1144

Rushcliffe Borough Council

0115

981 9911

South Wolds Academy

0115

937 3506

Telephone Preference Service

0207

291 3320

Treeline Dental Care, Keyworth

0115

937 2226

Village Dental Practice, East Leake

01509

852399

Village Hall Administrator

0115

984 6466
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